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Building is a process of technology that enables human wellbeing by engaging a multitude
of stakeholders. However, it is often seen in the literature that all stakeholders involved in
the building process are disintegrated, which seems to be a management and systemic
orientation problem when trying to address the built environment as a sustainable system
design. That means the design and design aesthetics of any building cannot be simply
influenced by technological revolution and efficiency improvements to attain the three
pillars of sustainable development. A systemic transformation of the whole process is a
pre-requisite, which is complex and oft underestimated mainly due to the lack of subjective
characteristics involved available for transformation research, that addresses policy choice
in the development of a paradigm shift. Addressing built environment as a system for
transformation research practice, this study extensively reviewed the UNEP built
environment report to identify global variables that define the roughly correct system
as an artifact to be studied. The UNEP report covers the system level transformation
requirement until 2003, which seems to be more or less the same in almost all the research
studies as of now. Using the Vester Sensitivity Model, the roughly correct built environment
as a system is analyzed to identify the future leverage potential and variables’
interdependency. The in-depth systems analysis indicates global variables Enabling
condition and New material are potential system leveraging variables for built
environment system transition to sustainable design, which require further scrutiny. The
leveraging variables are influenced by other global variables which can only be negotiated
for sustainable development goal actualization for future success.
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INTRODUCTION: SUSTAINABLE BUILDING DESIGN

When limits to the growth model were first projected, the fundamental challenges identified were
systemic intervention and enforcement mechanisms to enable de-growth strategy actualization
(Meadows et al., 1972a). That suggests reorganizing new methods of synergy between industrial,
social, economical, and environmental criteria to fulfill sustainable development goals (Meadows
et al., 1972a). Sustainable development is therefore an interdisciplinary and philosophical ideology
that is defined as a development model wishing to address that human societies must live and meet
their needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs
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(Brundtland, 1987). The built environment is an unavoidable
human need which leaves a strong ecological footprint, and needs
to be conserved for the future generation in a coordinatedmanner
rather than focusing on a particular system in isolation (UNEP,
2003). Thus the idea of sustainable building that incorporates
conceptual frameworks such as, resource conservation, cost
efficiency, and human adaptation, as well as a general
knowledge on how the decisions made support providing
justifiable built environment policy choices (Akadiri et al.,
2012). Similarly, the policy as an enabler curtails the need for
building structures to follow sustainable design practice as desired
in EU building design policy (Tsimplokoukou et al., 2014).
Addressing the policy choice, the nomenclature of sustainable
design is transformed from conventional building to green
building these days (Behnam, 2017). Researchers have also
attempted to assign attributes to building construction and its
sustainability principles (Zabihi et al., 2012). These attributes
often enable building design to mimic nature, and the “passive
building” is gaining popularity for meeting sustainability goals
(Iyengar, 2015). On the other hand, building is a process
involving interdisciplinary stakeholders such as civil, electrical,

and material engineers that enable holistic design in terms of
structure weight andmaterial choice, utility system efficiency, and
system innovation potential (Wang and Adeli, 2014). However,
the choices made regarding the built environment are inevitably
influenced by the economy, community, and ecology, which
require robust assessment tools and techniques. The research
theme of capturing building energy has been extensively analyzed
with a special focus on energy efficiency and building
performance (Uidhir et al., 2020; Walker et al., 2020). Under
this theme at least 50 research articles and 5 reviews have been
published in 2020. Similarly, in 2021 the same theme is under
progress with the same focus that enables the consideration of
purely technical variables for building sectors (Pavlović et al.,
2021; Zhao et al., 2021). There are at least three research articles
published and others in progress. In this semi-research review
article, additional system variables are considered that enable
fairness and justice to be visible where human agency is involved
as a stakeholder to define the built environment as a complete
system inclusive of technical variable choice.

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) suggests that
for the built environment site selection to be smart, it will require,

TABLE 1 | Global influence factors of built environment design as a system.

Literature Key control factors Building subsystem Source

Realizing the sector’s potential for contributing to
sustainable development

Stakeholders role in the building sector Stakeholder Participation Bakens (2003)

Towards a sustaining architecture for the
21stcentury: the promise of cradle-to-cradle design

Industrial systems are in closed-loop cycles of
production, recovery, and remanufacture

Construction material
characteristics

McDonough and
Braungart (2003)

Life-cycle analysis of the built environment Often the default data represent the major qualifying
criteria that are highly complex

Built environment ecological
footprint

Kohler and Moffatt
(2003)

Drivers for sustainable construction Low cost and informal housing to address the general
population categories

Justice and fairness concerning
housing infrastructure distribution

Force Sustainable
Develop (2003)

The role of policies in promoting sustainable
practices

Policies aimed at specific issues are not enough; a shift to
“dematerialization “is required

Enabling conditions for a
sustainable built environment

Rovers (2003)

Do standards and regulations supply the necessary
incentive for sustainable building?

Standardization of economic, environmental, and social
factors for building system

Incentive mechanism for
sustainable building design

Strand and Sverre
(2003)

Life-cycle costing in the construction sector the systematic consideration of all relevant costs and
revenues associated with the acquisition and ownership
of an asset

Economic value addition Clift (2003)

Land use and sustainable buildings: design and
construction in southern Brazil

barriers to incorporating sustainability issues in land use
planning and project design in developing countries

Spatial dynamics of the built
environment

Sattler (2003)

Sustainable building services in developing
countries: the challenge to find “best-fit”
technologies

Household utility system management as a key success
condition for sustainable building

Availability of basic utility facilities Bunn (2003)

Concepts and instruments for a sustainable
construction sector

Resource productivity is considered over a building’s
entire life cycle (MIPS) and the material flow analysis

Building energy efficiency Holger and Buerkin
(2003)

Construction products and life-cycle thinking Building material product choice based on life cycle
analysis of the product

Alternative building materials Edwards and
Bennett (2003)

Procurement of sustainable construction services in
the United States: the contractor’s role in green
buildings

Identify the value of construction services in the
processes and decision-making that are critical to
sustainable building

Sustainable material procurement
standard

Riley et al. (2003)

Social aspects of sustainable construction: an ILO
perspective

Social justice and construction workforce standard
practice

Job availability in the construction
sector

Wells (2003)

Promoting innovation in construction SMEs: an EU
case study

SMEs co-operation and one-stop solution for building
services

Technology as an enabler Wharton and Payne
(2003)

Tools for environmental assessment of existing
buildings

Building performance management system Awareness creation on
sustainable built environment

Boonstra and
Pettersen, (2003)

Deconstruction: the start of a sustainable materials
strategy for the built environment

Building material recycling and up-gradation Life span of a building Kibert (2003)

Integration of EMS into national regulatory
frameworks for offshore oil and gas production

Environment management system for building
construction for green growth

Human wellbeing and resiliency Ifesi (2003)
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compact, walkable, and mixed-use development that takes
advantage of existing infrastructure and protects critical
natural lands (EPA, 2013). Therefore it is critical to identify
the global variables to design the built environment as a system.
To some extent an integrated version of stakeholder contribution
is addressed in the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) publication that provides an inclusive system image of
the built environment (UNEP, 2003). Based on the UNEP report
on the control conditions for sustainable building and
construction, the global variable can be picked for the built
environment to be observed as a system as summarized in
Table 1. This will give a systemic image and the built
environment as a system can be viewed as an artifact to be
studied for transformation research practice and policy analysis.

The UNEP report as a basis for variable selection is valuable,
but at the same time, it is often specialized, each discipline
addressing pre-defined specific goals set by different authors.
Therefore we can conclude from Table 1 that the global variables
are disintegrated from the design and standardization of the
sustainable built environment as a system. It appears that the
LCA-based decision making is appealing but there is a
fundamental problem of default data usage. The LCA study is
a software-based research endeavor that limits the use of default
data and specified system boundaries for decision support (Oregi
et al., 2015; Ramírez-Villegas et al., 2019). On the contrary,
holistic decision support is negotiable and contextual and can
be evaluated based on matrix-based system inquiries and
understanding their feedback effect for the design of a holistic
built environment as a system (Vester, 2012; Jonas and German
Narrative, 2018). Sustainability goals are highly contextual and
interdisciplinary, and apply to the built environment as system
design considerations. For that purpose, leveraging the built
environment as a system, it is critical that the system’s
sustainability can be enabled by understanding the influencing
effect of global variables, which is missing in the UNEP defined
built environment as isolated sub-systems.

Research Scope
The review work in this study is slightly different from that of the
conventional approach of review articles. The main differences
are the approach applied and the objective of the review. The
review adopted in this research is mostly to establish the potential
variables that address the systemic inquiry of any system. The
current study is however referring to the built environment as a
system amongmany other systems in order to address sustainable
development goals. This linearity has been influencing the
scientific domain of many research works and it is always
claimed as a new contribution in scientific discourse. However,
the linearity justification is heavily influenced by the specificity of
the research problem statement, which often leads to precisely the
wrong result for application purposes, especially when it comes to
the decision-making process based on these research findings.
The linear cause and effect identification is a deduction of any
particular problem statement, which is already a manipulated
simplification of an actual systemic problem. As soon as a system
is introduced, the manipulated and data-supported research work
can be easily reviewed and negotiated. This is the main objective

of this review article, where complexity has been integrated as a
key influencing factor at various levels of the system and its
subsystem. Therefore, this literature review enables us to identify
the global variable set to understand the system and to identify
the significance of this variable for further research. Hence, the
system as-it-is is presented as a negotiable endeavor rather than
making it as a simple cause and effect relationship, which is
mostly the case in almost all research practice including that of
the latest ideas around sustainable development and green growth
as tools for sustainability, as well as being used for greenwashing
purposes.

The paper is introduced through key literature that potentially
defines built environment as a system supported by global
variables, which is adopted from the UNEP report contributed
to by many different authors. The report captures to some extent
the global variables that are necessary to visualize the built
environment as a system. This is discussed in section one as
the background of the review. Section two covers the analysis of
the variables that are further screened using Vester Sensitivity
analysis, which further increases the systemic complexity. The
system complexity is methodologically and chronologically
presented in sub-headings 2.1–2.6. This section is a major
contribution of this study as it clearly introduces negotiable
research to the issue of built environment sustainability rather
than a specified research problem seeking successful decision
support in an actual situation. They can be applied to many areas
where complex decisions are not easily addressed through linear
research practice. Based on these findings, section three highlights
some methodological shortcomings of systemic study. In section
four key normative results are presented, and section five briefly
elaborates with a specific case study as an example.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

In this review, the internet database search was carried using the
keyword phrase “built environment as a system”. There is almost
no literature published with this keyword, so the search result
mostly showed sustainable built environment studies exclusive of
systemic world view. Based on this limitation, the UNEP report
which elaborates on sustainable building and construction is
extensively reviewed to define the global variables to image the
built environment as a system and identify a holistic image of the
built environment (UNEP, 2003). Sustainable building and
construction covers almost all development from 2003 to
present without much change in the vision and goal for the
development of the building sector. Therefore a system image can
be built from the UNEP report as a baseline study and used to
visualize the built environment as a system, and referred to as an
artifact to be studied. This way the study significantly addresses a
holistic world view for policy recommendation for building
sectors exposing the megatrend of rural-urban dynamics. Thus
the study differs from many review research practices, which is
here referred to as systems analysis. Systems analysis is a complex
process and is frequently identified as a troubling problem in
management terminology in actual operational conditions (Ben
and Peter, 2018; Rittel and Webber, 1973). However, the
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operational practice is heuristically oriented which will require a
participatory approach (Ulrich, 1993; Ulrich and Reynolds,
2010). Thus, the formal scientific methodologies defining the
research paradigm are insufficient to understand the leverage
condition of the system (Vester, 2012; Vester, 2007b). Therefore,
defining the problem situation is no more linear for the future
sustainability of the system and its design considerations (Jonas
and German Narrative, 2018; GausemeierManagement, 1998;
Jonas, 2007). This gives rise to a paradigm shift in research
practice and therefore the design as an alternative
methodology is selected, which holistically addresses the
complexity involved in the system design (Jonas and German
Narrative, 2018; Jonas, 2007; Gaziulusoy and ErdoğanÖztekin,
2019). Therefore, research through design is applied for the
analysis of the built environment as a system to identify the
leverage conditions for detailed assessment (Jonas and German
Narrative, 2018).

Research through design enables the holistic assessment of
global variables defining the system for leverage point
identification, which involves Analysis-Synthesis-Projection
(Jonas and German Narrative, 2018; Jonas, 2007; Jonas et al.,
2008). Analysis-Synthesis-Projection integrates a system under
investigation based on ontological and epistemological
perspectives addressing the problem situation (Scotland, 2012).
For that purpose systems analysis in this study is carried using the
Vester approach of cross-impact analysis and feedback control
(Vester, 2012; Vester, 2007b). The identified leverage point,
which is based on the analysis phase, is further assessed with
the help of scenario logic (Rittel and Webber, 1973;
GausemeierManagement, 1998). This approach allows system
boundary definition and potential integration of the stakeholders
involved into the design of a system (Ulrich, 1993; Ulrich and
Reynolds, 2010; Ulrich, 2012). The design of a system is a
normative endeavor initially for roughly correct system image
visualization and is subject to extensive stakeholder participation
for defining the system. This is applicable to both technical and
non-technical research practice where critical leverage points
help to avoid the side effect contained in it for the
development of intended good practices (Jonas and German
Narrative, 2018; Rittel and Webber, 1973; Vester, 2007b;
GausemeierManagement, 1998). On the other hand, the Life
Cycle Analysis (LCA) has been prioritized for decision support
for the built environment (Kohler and Moffatt, 2003; Oregi et al.,
2015; Asif et al., 2007). The application of LCA-based decision
support is only meaningful after the system problem is clearly
known. The LCA approach is valuable for single products rather
than useful for assessing the built environment as a system.
Therefore, methodically life cycle analysis is more appropriate
for impact evaluation of specific variables, although construction
material product default values are mostly used in the impact
calculation due to the complexity involved (Asif et al., 2007; Asif
et al., 2017).

In this study, the Analysis phase of research through design
is applied for critical leverage point identification from the
potential global variables listed in Table 1, which is further
analyzed in the Vester Sensitivity model to generate a roughly
correct system image of the built environment (Vester, 2012;

Vester, 2007b). The potential innovation scope is then
projected for building design.

The detail analysis is a methodological framework in an
iterative process outlined in Built Environment Systems
Analysis Using Vester Sensitivity Model through 2.6. Note that
the built environment systems analysis is an iterative negotiation
process that requires stakeholder input rather than depending
only on technical and empirical evidence for actual scenario
projection. Therefore, system design is a process involving
stakeholder engagement for user-centric built environment
system design. Such approaches are very rare in the
mainstream scientific discipline where a predefined research
problem statement is addressed for decision-defining criteria.
Such decision support will influence the business growth
projection where market manipulation can easily influence the
research endeavor.

Built Environment Systems Analysis Using
Vester Sensitivity Model
The Vester Sensitivity model is a software-supported system
assessment that enables user-defined system negotiation based
on the self-regulatory dynamic of the system, and enables user-
centric decision support using feedback (Vester, 2012; Gallen,
2006). Systems analysis is used in various studies such as Mobility
Systems, Tourism, and Sustainable development scenario
projection (Vester, 2012; Vester, 1990). The systems analysis
in the Vester Sensitivity model follows a chronological order
that involves nine different steps in the iterative process, they are
as follows:

1) System description: defining system boundary, nature of
influence factor, the meaning of the interdependency, and a
rough system image identification.

2) Variable set: defining the system by consideration of the
variables with the help of stakeholder support and the
observer justification.

3) Criteria matrix: variables relevance test, which is based on the
theory of a complex system to define the system.

4) Impact matrix: identification of variables influencing effect in
the system to figure out the leverage potentials, which is based
on active and passive sum logic.

5) Systemic role: The role played by the variables in the system
according to the impact matrix evaluation.

6) Effect system: Variables’ cybernetics and identification of
feedback effect for uncertainty sorting to enable analytical
decision support.

7) Partial scenario: Testing what if conditional logic for system
transformation and uncertainty testing.

8) Simulation: The critical variables influencing effect and future
projection of the intended development.

9) Cybernetic evaluation: Overall system test using the eight
basic rules of bio-cybernetics.

The Vester Sensitivity Analysis is an older software-supported
tool, which is often available in a German version for systems and
policy analysis that enables real-time systems negotiation, based
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on system defining variable sets in an iterative process involving a
multitude of stakeholders (Jonas and German Narrative, 2018;
Model, 2014). The system analysis covers the complex behavior
patterns developed by the variables by involving relevant stakeholders
to address the bio-cybernetic effect of the system known as biological
design (Vester, 2012; Model, 2014). In this study systems analysis
using the Vester Sensitivity tool addresses only the system analysis
phase where the future scenario projection offers multiple and
optional futures that require further research. Therefore, steps one
to six only are used for built environment system analysis. Steps seven
to nine can be better addressed by life cycle assessmentmethodologies
or scenario technique alternatively for future scenario projection for
specific case. The intention of this study is to identify a holistic system
so that further research can be carried using the holistic built
environment as a complete system. The semantics of the built
environment as a system is defined by global variables to identify
the leverage point and critical influence factors for further research.
Hence the conclusion drawn from this study should be used as a
normative hypothesis for stakeholder engagement and to enable
empirical testing. Actual stakeholder engagement and empirical
tests are beyond the scope of this article.

System Description: Global Variable
Identification
Consideration of the built environment as a system is rare in
scientific literature because of the complexity involved. It is often
the case that the buildings are integrated into the urban plan,
where the building as a system is missing. For example, the
experimental process involving research through the design of
urban systems is gaining popularity where the urban system is
negotiated in a living lab with the involved stakeholders (Geyer
et al., 2014). Thus architecture and civil engineering design
variables are the only influencing factor for built environment
design in which the building performance is the main driver (Li
et al., 2020). However, the sustainability paradigm shift is highly
interconnected with the inclusion of social, economical, and

environmental criteria, which require holistic consideration of
the built environment as a system (Meadows et al., 1972a; Vester,
2012). In Introduction: Sustainable Building Design the UNEP
report is used to figure out the global influence factors for
sustainable building design. The building subsystem
summarized in Table 1 in Introduction: Sustainable Building
Design is further scrutinized by considering the key factors as a
global variable list to define the built environment as a system as
shown in Table 2, which is further analyzed to figure out critical
leverage points and their interdependency.

Variable selection and understanding their role in the system
is a major contribution from the design analysis. Therefore in a
design research practice, the decision-making process is
negotiable with the involved stakeholders (Vester, 2012; Jonas
and GermanNarrative, 2018). However, such practice is relatively
new and is rarely followed in building systems design where
technical parameters still mostly define the built environment.
Therefore using the UNEP as a reference point, system variables
are screened in the Vester Sensitivity tool to check the roughly
correct system image with the help of four aspects of the complex
system and their eighteen specific indicators, which are described
in Criteria Matrix: Variable Validation. Note that the UNEP
report is an integration of different aspects of the built
environment addressed by different authors, which suggests an
integration of all ideas needs holistic consideration to define the
built environment as a complete system that can function as a
normative and roughly correct baseline system.

Criteria Matrix: Variable Validation
According to Vester, it is important to roughly know the system
to correctly identify the leverage points, which can be possible if
the defined variables fulfill the 18 indicators of the complex
system by at least one variable (Vester, 2012). The variables
identified so far in Table 2were checked with the help of complex
system criteria defining the building as a system instead of
stakeholders defining the system variables. This follows the
first layer variable test, which is subject to further scrutiny in

TABLE 2 | Building system variables.

Sl. no Building system global
influence factor

Global variable

1 Stakeholder Participation for the building design process Participation
2 Construction material characteristics Material characteristics
3 Built environment ecological footprint Ecological footprint
4 Justice and fairness in housing infrastructure distribution Justice and fairness
5 Enabling the conditions for a sustainable built environment Enabling condition
6 Incentive mechanisms for sustainable building design Incentive mechanism
7 Enabling economic value addition with sustainable design Value addition
8 Spatial dynamics of the built environment Spatial dynamics
9 Availability of basic utility facilities in the building Utility facilities
10 Building energy efficiency consideration Energy efficiency
11 Alternative building materials availability New materials
12 Sustainable material procurement standards Procurement standard
13 Job availability in the construction sector Job availability
14 Technology as an enabler for sustainable design Technical support
15 Awareness creation on the sustainable built environment Awareness creation
16 Life span consideration of a building Life span
17 Human wellbeing and resiliency considerations Human wellbeing
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real-time negotiation. The 18 indicators are economy,
population, space utilization, human ecology, natural balance,
infrastructure, policies and laws, matter, energy, information,
flow quantity, structural quantity, temporal dynamics, spatial
dynamics, opens the system through input, opens the system
through output, influence from inside, and influence from
outside. The variable assessment is carried out using the
criteria that were fulfilled fully or partially to define the system
under consideration. This can be seen in Figure 1. For example,
the variable Participation fulfills partially the “space utilization”
criterion and “opens the system through input”, whereas it fulfills
fully the “human ecology” and “structural quantity” criteria.
Stakeholder participation partially addressed the space use that
“opens the system by input” as stakeholder engagement is crucial
for allocating build environment space usage. Similarly,
participation fulfills fully the “human ecology” and “structural
quantity” criteria as they are the basis for system negotiation. This
way, all the variables are screened for further scrutiny. Note that
this screening is an independent justification by the observer,
which will require stakeholder input and empirical testing.
However, the variables screened at this stage provide a strong
negotiation baseline for both stakeholder engagement and
hypotheses for the empirical test. Since this is a first-of-its-
kind systems analysis, carrying out this stakeholder
engagement and empirical test are beyond the scope of this
study. In this way, the design of a building as a system is
slightly different compared to formal practice in design
research. However, the variables identified are subject to
further refinement depending on the context that enables the
stakeholder participation in the decision-making process instead
of conducting a brainstorming workshop.

In Figure 1, seventeen building system variables are screened
based on the 4 aspects of the complex system and the 18
indicators defining them (refer to Figure 1 for detail). The
four aspects of a complex system are sphere of life, physical
categories, dynamic categories, and system relevance (Vester,
2012). The sphere of life incorporates the seven essential
aspects of a complex system defined by the following guiding
questions (Vester, 2012; Vester, 2007a):

1) Who is there? (Population)
1) What are they doing? (Economy)
2) Where does it happen? (land use)
3) How do they feel? (Human ecology)
4) How appropriate is the exchange with the environment?

(Natural balance)
5) What are the structure and ways of communication?

(Infrastructure)
6) Which rules and laws are to be obeyed? (Communal life)

The identified global variables list in Table 2 in System
Description: Global Variable Identification fulfills all those
criteria. Therefore the current set of variables can become a
starting point for the decision-making process for building as
a system for future design and innovation projection.

Impact Matrix: Variables Influence Factor
and Cross-Impact Analysis
Impact matrix is used for risk assessment in the management of
any system for both technical and non-technical systems
(Dumbravă and Iacob, 2013; Kassem et al., 2019). Therefore

FIGURE 1 | Variable relevance test.
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the impact matrix analysis is a simplified approach that enables
the identification of future uncertainty and risk factors contained
in the leveraging variable according to the Vester Sensitivity
Model (Vester, 2012; Vester, 2007a).

The impact matrix is evaluated with the help of discrete values
defining the variable influence strength as shown in Figure 2
(Vester, 2012; Vester, 2007a). The influencing strength of
variables is directional meaning that if the variable has a bi-
directional influencing effect then it generates a feedback effect,
which will be elaborated in Effect System of the Built Environment
as a System.

The influence factor of the global variables is contextual, which
is an important condition for the design of built environment in
contrast to generalized technical standard practice (Vester, 2012;
Vester, 2007a). Therefore the discrete values assigned to the
variables are subject to refinement for site-specific projects and
types of building systems. Here the global variable list is used to
identify the system leverage potential for built environment
design consideration in general as shown in Figure 3. The
numerical values attributed to variables indicate the system
influencing strength defined by Active sum, Passive sum,
P-value, and Q-value. The active sum is an aggregate of
horizontal numerical attributes that the overall influencing
strength of the variables will have on the system. The passive
sum is an aggregate of the vertical numerical attributes where the
variables are influenced by the system. The P-values are the
product of the active sum and passive sum. The Q-values are
the quotient of the Active sum and the Passive sum multiplied by
100. These P-values and Q-values are used for strategic
positioning of the variables in the system. Note that this
process needs stakeholder participation for user-centric
decision support. Since the user-centric decision is contextual,

the current assessment is purely observer justification and should
be used as a hypothetical research result. Furthermore, the
assignment of points for influencing effect differs from
situation to situation and context to context. However, the
current assessment provides the baseline for the built
environment as a complete system for further negotiation.

The Role Variables Play in the System
The numerical attributes of the variables, which are assigned
based on the impact matrix score in Impact Matrix: Variables
Influence Factor and Cross-Impact Analysis define the role of
variables in the system. The variables can occupy any one of the
50 different strategic field defined by the P-values and Q-values of
the variables in the strategic two-dimension plot as shown in
Figure 4.

The strategic field, which is divided into 50 different, areas
carries a unique strategic statement to define the role of each
variable in the system (Gallen, 2006). The strategic statement
according to Vester is based on real-time project experience from
over 30 years and it is based on bio-cybernetic theories (Vester,
2012; Vester, 2007a; Gallen, 2006). The strategic statements of the
built environment variables are in Table 3.

The strategic position of variables in Figure 2 and their
strategic statement in Table 3 define the role of the variable in
the system. Many critical conclusions can be drawn from this
analysis. For example the variables occupying the active region
indicate they are likely to act as a system change lever, the
variables occupying the reactive region indicate they are likely
to act as a system indicator, the variables occupying the critical
region indicate they are likely to leverage the system and the
variables occupying the buffering region indicate they are neutral
and are suitable for feedback control for corrective action. The

FIGURE 2 | Meaning of number values in impact matrix.
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FIGURE 3 | Cross impact analysis.

FIGURE 4 | Role played by the variable.
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built environment as a system analysis indicates the global
variables Human wellbeing and Ecological footprint as strong
system indicators, Technical support as a strong change lever, and
New materials and Enabling condition as strong system
leveraging variables. The leveraging variables are however
subject to many unintended side effects, which need to be
taken into consideration for the success conditions of any
sustainable built environment design in the future. This is
further analyzed in Effect System of the Built Environment as a
System.

Effect System of the Built Environment as a
System
Effect system of the variables is a simplified representation of
impact matrix to enable networked thinking in a complex
problem, which is based on the graph theory (Bondy and

Murty, 1976). The model representation of the built
environment with the help of system variables that define the
built environment and their critical influence factor can enable
holistic decision support when it is observed in a network of
influencing effects as shown in Figure 5.

The model representation of Figure 5 has two sets of
influencing effects: the set with equal effects is represented by
a continuous line connecting the variables, and the other set with
the opposite effect is represented by a dotted line connecting the
variables. The line connecting the variables carries descriptive
reasoning, which can be communicated with the involved
stakeholder for the design of the built environment as a
system. On the other hand, causality verification of the
network link is a never-ending inquiry that means the model
can generate a new research hypothesis continuously depending
on the context. At this stage, a valuable comparative conclusion
can be drawn from the effect system construction, which can be

TABLE 3 | Strategic statement of the variables in two-dimensional plots.

Sl no Global variable Strategic statement of Role played

1 Participation Slightly reactive and weakly buffering component which is contributing to the self-regulation of the system
without being an indicator

Strong feedback control

2 Material
characteristics

Neutral section between active, reactive, buffering, and critical. There are few means to steer the system via the
components of this area which are, on the other hand, well suited for self-regulation if integrated into feedback
cycles

Strong feedback control

3 Ecological footprint Easily movable component compensating many interventions because of its integration in feedback cycles.
Caution advised if connected to active or critical components because in this case, an intervention may easily
destabilize the system

Strong system Indicator

4 Justice and fairness Interventions in components of this section often cause pendulum-like movements which may compensate
premature corrections in the system. Control of this self dynamic (which may stop a desired development) would
be better carried out from outside the system

Weak feedback control

5 Enabling condition The strong influence of this component on the rest of the system can be both greatly strengthened or completely
collapsed by strong positive feedback. Beware of oversteering

Strong leveraging
variable

6 Incentive mechanism Weakly buffering andmore active than reactive, this component is a good lever to undertake interior corrections.
It might be necessary to operate it repeatedly

Change lever

7 Value addition Interventions in components of this section often cause pendulum-like movements which may compensate
rather soon corrections in the system. Control of this self-dynamic (which may stop a desired development)
would be better carried out from outside the system

Weak feedback control

8 Spatial dynamics A typical buffering component with little action or reaction. It may help to stabilize the system (elastic stability) via
self-regulation (if it is not a hidden activator while influencing a critical variable)

Strong feedback control

9 Utility facilities Neutral section between active, reactive, buffering, and critical. There is little means to steer the system via the
components of this area which are on the other hand well fitted for self-regulation if integrated into feedback
cycles

Strong feedback control

10 Energy efficiency Changing this critical component may cause trouble because of its equally strong activity and reaction. If not
intended to give a strong initial impact it has to be bound in feedback cycles when modified

Leveraging variable

11 New materials The strong influence of this component on the rest of the system can be both greatly strengthened or completely
collapsed by strong positive feedback. Beware of oversteering

Strong leveraging
variable

12 Procurement
standard

A slightly active and slightly critical variable, suitable for moderate steering. Although the effect can be
strengthened or weakened by repercussions from the system it cannot tip over nor will it be compensated right
away

Weak leveraging variable

13 Job availability Slightly reactive and weakly buffering component which is contributing to the self-regulation of the system
without being an indicator

Strong feedback control

14 Technical support Considerably active lever. Its use, however, can produce unintended changes. Therefore the side effects have to
be analyzed

Strong change lever

15 Awareness creation Active variable whose modification may get things going. However, to obtain a lasting influence it should be
protected against the immanent compensation of the system or strengthened by concerted action with
components acting in the same direction

Weak change lever

16 Life span Neutral section between active, reactive, buffering, and critical. There is little means to steer the system via the
components of this area which are on the other hand well fitted for self-regulation if integrated into feedback
cycles

Strong feedback control

17 Human wellbeing Here you find components reflecting changes in the system (indicator). Because they are easily manipulable they
tend to interfere directly, thus blurring the situation and creating unexpected side effects

System Indicator
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compared with the natural system according to Vester (2012).
The human and natural systems are part of the built
environment, which requires process control based on clear
future path identification (Robinson et al., 2018). This aspect
has been well addressed by Vester (2012) by introducing the
concept of positive and negative feedback effects. The manmade
system is very closely related to the natural system if it has to be
sustainable, where the positive feedback is accompanied by
negative feedback. This also defines to some extent the
meaning of the sustainability paradigm as reflected in the
evolution of design in sustainability science (Ceschin and
Gaziulusoy, 2016). The positive feedback is a continuous
growth cycle, having reinforcing equal effect whereas the
negative feedback is a controlled growth cycle, having
reinforcing opposite effects (Vester, 2012). The model
representation of the built environment in Figure 5 has this
positive and negative feedback effect for system growth and
control condition as follows:

Positive feedback effect.
1) 5→ 7→ 5 : Feedback between Enabling condition and Value

addition
2) 1→ 12→ 16→ 7→ 5→ 1 : Feedback between Participation,

Procurement standards, Life span, Value addition, and
Enabling condition

3) 1→ 12→ 2→ 16→ 7→ 5→ 1 : Feedback between
Participation, Procurement standards, Material
Characteristics, Life span, Value addition, and Enabling
condition

4) 2→ 16→ 7→ 5→ 4→ 11→ 2 : Feedback between Material
Characteristics, Life span, Value addition, Enabling condition,
Justice and fairness, New material

5) 2→ 16→ 7→ 5→ 6→ 11→ 2 : Feedback between Material
Characteristics, Life span, Value addition, Enabling condition,
Incentive mechanism, New material

Negative feedback effect.
1) 3→ 17→ 3: Feedback effect between Ecological footprint and

Human wellbeing

A very important conclusion can be drawn from the above
feedback effect identification. The impact matrix score of variables
and their systemic role in Impact Matrix: Variables Influence Factor
and Cross-Impact Analysis and The Role Variables Play in the System
showed that the variables New material and Enabling condition are
critical leveraging variables. However, they are directly in the feedback
cycle with other system variables, which needs to be considered for
the design of both new and retrofit built environments as a system.
The feedback cycle gives rise to a unique scenario for the innovation
projection, which can be used for stakeholder communication
purposes.

LIMITATION OF METHODOLOGY AND
APPROACH IN MAINSTREAM SCIENTIFIC
DISCIPLINE
This study adopted design thinking as an alternative
methodology for user-centric decision support, which is very

FIGURE 5 | Effect system of the variables.
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rare. The concept of a living lab that intends to enable the sharing
economy is an excellent example showing that user-centric
decision support is meaningful (Wuppertal (2021). UrbanUp,
2021). The detail on research position and methodological
overview can be seen in design thinking methodological
consideration by Jonas and German Narrative (2018), Jonas
(2007), Jonas et al. (2008). The extensive research requires
stakeholder communication in a workshop environment,
which is often not so easy. However such research endeavors
seem to be much moreheavily required in sustainable system
design, which is often communicative, philosophical, and
requires stakeholders to address behavior correction rather
than technical choice as an ultimate solution.

However, in this research, a major limitation can be seen in the
lack of stakeholder participation throughout the process. An
institution or community is an excellent stakeholding for built
environment communication for the successful transition of the
system to user-centric sustainable design considerations.
Therefore this research review needs to be viewed as a
baseline consideration, and a concrete conclusion cannot be
drawn at this stage. Detailed built environment systems
analysis requires scenario projection for a sustainable future.
This article can provide a substantial baseline for the built
environment from the design perspective although technical
and empirical testing are critical requirements for the success
of sustainable design. The initial basic discussion and case study
relating to institutional engagement for system negotiation is
exemplified in Discussion. However, such a case is very rare to
make a comparative study. For example, the living lab design of a
zero-emission campus for Trier University of applied science is a

first of its kind campus evolved from community participation
(refer to Figure 7 and the text) in a European context. This
exemplary case can be re-evaluated to educate us on sustainable
development which also enables built environment design
considerations as part of a holistic system.

RESULT

The earlier review that introduced the different perspectives
addressed in the UNEP report seems to show deficiency to
describe the built environment as a system. However, in recent
years emerging approaches such as Multi-Criteria Decision
Making (MCDM) methods, a multi-disciplinary Performance-
Based Design (PBD), holistic energy performance certification
scheme of retrofit building design and Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) involving key performance indicators
have to some extent addressed the systemic review on the built
environment as a system (Passoni et al., 2021; Ho et al., 2021).
However, the analysis of the built environment as a system in
recent development shows clearly that the technology-dominated
decision field seems to be the priority. As this review article,
which addresses systems analysis, indicates, technology is only
achange lever that does not necessarily provide a desirable
sustainable solution to built environment challenges.
Therefore, good enabling conditions are critical for the
penetration of technology as a change lever for the design of a
sustainable built environment. The blending of modern building
and mimicing conventional building design seems valuable for
the system transition to sustainable material choices and

FIGURE 6 | Illustration and scoping the future using Wikipedia pictures.
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technology, which requires negotiation rather than fixed-for-all
single standard designs. This can only address the business vision
and not necessarily the de-growth strategy, which was the initial
message from the club of Rome publication concerning the global
systems transition to a more resilient and sustainable system. The
de-growth strategy will mostly require functional value definition
of build environment as a system that integrates social, cultural,
economical, and environmental values, which is rather
contextual. Integration of such values cannot be projected
based on the technological problem statement but more by
investigation of systems through negotiation with involved
stakeholders. There is a major question to be asked to that
concern: will the built environment be designed for
urbanization or regionalization? Therefore the approach
adopted in this research analysis suggests that user-centric
negotiation is critical. Sustainable development is a global
target to reduce consumerist behavior that requires a strong
alignment of user behavior to support the available alternatives
to orient a systems design that aims for a de-growth vision. Since

the built environment contributes a large share of human needs,
sustainable building design could be one of the many ways to
initialize a de-growth strategy. However, it will require an
extensive negotiation process involving community and
decision-makers in a largely holistic approach.

Therefore, this research review contributes to defining the
built environment as a roughly correct system image that will
potentially address the re-orientation of future visions and road
map development and to enable extensive negotiation based on
the selected global variable list to define the built environment as
a system. The vision development can only be visualized in a
cybernetic pattern, as the built environment is linked to other
systems rather than only focusing on technology as the ultimate
change agent. Therefore re-alignment of target vision is critical
for sustainable design of the built environment in the future
horizon, and it is not yet known even whather the prediction of
urban growth has influenced built environment systems design to
be aligned to a sustainable system. Therefore the systems analysis
of the built environment with the inclusion of a global variables

FIGURE 7 | Zero-emission campus as a living lab the systemic approach (Heck et al., 2021).
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list in this study gives a clear hint on system re-orientation for the
success of a sustainable development vision. The following are the
key results that can be noted from th review of the built
environment as a system in this research review article:

1. Life cycle assessment is an excellent tool but it has its own
limitation concerning the accuracy of the eco-invent database,
which is usually normalized. The study of the built
environment as a system based on the LCA approach will
lead to the unlimited assumption of data and has the potential
to generate precisely the wrong result. Therefore this review
suggests the use of LCA has to be limited to single products
rather than a complete system.

2. Researchers still debate on a single problem cycle that has been
addressing the linear throughput system even if three aspects
(social, economic, and environmental) of a sustainable
development goal are captured. Unless the global variable is
defined clearly depending on the context, sustainability
justification is like a street light concept of finding a
solution in a problem where the solution might be outside
of the defined problem cycle. Therefore, the global variables
are negotiable and this study provides to some extent the
baseline condition for negotiation, which is contextual.

3. The emerging idea of the system change lever defined by
technology transformation is simply not sufficient to address
many different critical needs such as resiliency, structural
safety, cultural aesthetic requirements, and above all the
user acceptability for the transformation.

Considering all the critical findings from the review of the
UNEP and recent publications, this study may be used as a
baseline framework for sustainable built environment policy
choices defined by the global variables. Since this study is a
research review, the actual system inquiry will have significantly
higher normative values to be considered in addition to the
system defining global variables suggested in this review.
Therefore, it has to be noted that there are major limitations
in this research, as stakeholder negotiation is missing and that is
the suggested method for built environment design for system
transformation. The study is very useful for the design of the built
environment system and the associated policy re-alignment
required to enable the system transformation to self-
sustainable growth projection in the future.

DISCUSSION

From the analysis of the built environment as a system in Built
Environment Systems Analysis Using Vester Sensitivity Model,
System Description: Global Variable Identification, Criteria
Matrix: Variable Validation, Impact Matrix: Variables
Influence Factor and Cross-Impact Analysis, The Role Variables
Play in the System, and Effect System of the Built Environment as a
System, it is clear that the holistic built environment design is a
negotiable endeavor. However, the negotiation has to enable the
de-growth projection and to decouple the ecological footprint
from the human consumerism trend to address sustainable

development. Thus, sustainable development goals are
philosophical ideologies, even if the techno-environmental
consideration is the driving force for their development. The
system inquiry indicates New Material and Enabling conditions
as critical system leveraging global variables, where the variable
Technical support acts as system change lever and the indicator
variables Human wellbeing and Ecological footprint define the
leverage condition (refer to Figure 4 The Role Variables Play in
the System). The historical growth trend of these variables is
visualized in Figure 6 as a normative projection.

In Figure 6 the current move to sustainable development is
curtailing the need to reexamine the past and to perform a back-
casting strategy for the future. In this context, although the
quality and lifespan of traditional buildings are not up to the
modern building structure standards, it is super sustainable
compared to modern concrete tall building structures even if
the economic wellbeing can be expected from future tall building
design. However, the intended target does not fulfill the de-
growth strategy defined in the 1972 global system model
projection for sustainable design (Meadows et al., 1972b). This
ideology curtails the need for behavioral transformation
addressing the success of systemic re-orientation, and
addressing regionalization rather than urbanization. This is
mainly due to the choice of construction material and the
enabling environment that allowed and encouraged traditional
buildings to be replaced by modern structures. This is also seen in
the analysis of the built environment as a system where the global
variables New material and Enabling condition are leveraging
variables. Considering the feedback effect
2→ 16→ 7→ 5→ 6→ 11→ 2: Feedback between Material
Characteristics, Life span, Value addition, Enabling condition,
Incentive mechanism, New material, and the orientation of the
built environment is influenced by many factors. The discovery of
cement as a New Material enabled the construction of concrete
structures, which is today known to be ecologically sustainable
due to its longer lifespan. However, the growing urbanization
further pushed the concrete structure to be tall, which is highly
controversial and not sustainable in terms of energy demand, risk
factors, and cost. To these growing challenges, new alternatives
such as passive structures are a clear future for building
sustainably. Passive structures are heavily influenced by
building design and construction material choice. The
currently available alternative building materials are shown in
Table 4 for passive building design.

The availability of new material is however not as simple as it
appears to be, which is highly influenced by Material
Characteristics, Life span, Value addition, Enabling condition,
and Incentive mechanism which indicates future challenges if
these influencing effects are not recognized. In a way, observing
the building as a system gives a holistic picture to identify
challenges and opportunities arising from the list of variables
defining their development. An example case of building as a
system is shown in Figure 7 which represent the concept of a
zero-emission campus in Germany (Heck et al., 2021; Hartard
and teHeesen, 2016).

The sequential order of the zero-emission campus images in
Figure 7 shows a) the current view, b) the historical development
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of the US military hospital to a zero-emission campus, and c) the
technical features of the zero-emission campus design. The zero-
emission campus located in the Birkenfeld district of Rhineland-
Palatinate is a building system exhibiting the living lab concept
where passive building design, water-saving measures, energy-
saving measures, and rooftop solar photovoltaic are key to the
zero-emission goal, which is a holistic system design that will
address both education for sustainable development and campus
as a study object (Heck et al., 2021; Hartard and teHeesen, 2016).
The critical condition for the development, currently ranked
greenest university in Germany and inEurope, is influenced by
the global variables defining its development, where the old US
military hospital was transformed to green campus (refer to
Figures 7A–C sequence) (Heck et al., 2021; Hartard and
teHeesen, 2016). The goal of the university is to achieve zero-
emissions through the active participation of stakeholders from
different disciplines, which is synergistically maintained for
further progress and the idea of zero-emission philosophy. For
example, the campus serves as an example test center for zero-
emission community development by engaging the local
municipalities with the university when designing the baseline
choices for continuous improvement. Similarly, the integration of
alternative insulation material, an electricity source from the PV
system, and heat supplied from the Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) bio-waste incineration plant are some key-value additions
(Heck et al., 2021). Considering the case of the zero-emission
campus as an example, the building design and retrofit system
should be holistically addressed through global variables defining
the built environment as a system rather than investigating single
building design and retrofit in isolation. Thus the systemic
approach can be used for community-level system design,
which is an orientation and management challenge in contrast
to already available building alternatives.

The critical aspect of innovation can be seen from the system
transformation of building as a system, with retrofitted and up-
scaled utility facilities as an example case study of zero-emission
campus design. The same approach can be applied in any retrofit
project rather than individual building transformation in

isolation. The system-level transformation is therefore an
impactful innovation that can adequately address the
sustainable design of the built environment. The building
material listed in Table 4 is subject to product life cycle
analysis rather than building as a process system. The built
environment system comparison can then be made based on
the embodied energy of building material and other associated
impact categories. Furthermore, the built environment system’s
global variable list, effect system construction, and empirical
qualification of influence factors are unending in their research
scope as new scientific problem situations and hypotheses. Thus
built environment as a system model representation is more
holistic in addressing a sustainable paradigm shift for research
practice and project choice. The idea of Vester-based system
negotiation is adequately addressed in the design of Zero
Emission Campus that integrates the community participation
for university design. Currently, the campus engages the local
community for any transformative process and innovative
financing. The campus design is a baseline case for the
municipalities as an applied research practice. The technology
choice, process choice, and management choice can be easily
replicated from the campus. However, such campus design is
almost non-existent in most university environments. Therefore,
this case study may be used as an existing study object for built
environment design as a system. Note that this is an example case
and does not necessarily reflect the actual operating conditions of
different situations and contexts, which require an extensive
stakeholder negotiation process.

CONCLUSION

This review research analysis gives meaningful insight for the
stakeholder consultation process addressing the so-called living
lab concept for sustainable built environment design. From the
analysis of building as a system, it can be concluded that
innovation potentials of the built environment can only be
enabled by identifying the variables that will influence the

TABLE 4 | Alternative building materials.

Material Application R-values (per inch) RIS-values (per mm) Source

Rammed earth Wall and floor 0.4 0.07 Windstorm and Schmidt (2013)
Straw Bales Wall and floor 2.38–3.15 0.42–0.55 Nehemiah Stone (2003)
Bamboo Wall, ceiling and floor 0.96 0.17 (Heatizon Systems, nd)
Wool insulation Wall and ceiling insulation 3.5–3.8 0.62–0.70 Roberts (2019)
Tesla solar tiles Roof substitute - - Tesla (2020)
Biocomposites Wall, ceiling and floor 3.46–3.58 0.61–0.63 Hassanin et al. (2016)
Mycelium Wall, ceiling and floor 1.8–4 0.32–0.704 NEST (2019)
Ecovative Wall, ceiling and floor 1.8–4 0.32–0.704 NEST (2019)
Bark siding Natural beauty and wall insulation 3.7 0.65 Baca and Waugh (2020)
Mass timber Wall, floor, ceiling insulation 1.25 0.22 Glass et al. (2013)
Grasscrete Parking and Building surrounding - - (Grasscrete, nd)
Hempcrete Wall, floor, ceiling and roof insulation 2.4 0.423 Hempcrete Insulation (2020)
Recycled Plastic Wall, floor, ceiling insulation 4–8 0.70–1.41 InspectAPedia (2020)
Ferrock Potential substitute for cement - - Lanuza et al. (2017)
Ashcrete Road, bridges, and building surrounds - - Ashcrete Technologies, (2020)
Timbercrete Wall and floor 3–4 0.53–0.704 Timbercrete Pty. Ltd (2015)
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system. Knowing roughly the correct system can be the basis for
sustainable system transition requirements. User behavior
correction seems to be missing in many sustainable design
considerations. Often time the holistic assessment of the built
environment is missing, where part of the building is prioritized
in isolation in which the technological aspect dominates the
decision field, which is a fundamental challenge for almost all
the available sustainable solutions. The systemic challenges are
applicable to the built environment, where user-centric decision
support is critical. Based on the system theory and approaches
applied to inquiry of the built environment, the following critical
conclusions are noted:

1. Visualizing a built environment as a system is a complex
process that involves large stakeholder participation and
synergies which can be very contextual, and require robust
negotiation.

2. Addressing sustainable development concerning built
environment design is influenced not just by the single
building but by the community as a whole, which requires
a deeper understanding of the system defining global variables.

3. Building material choice is a systemic property and cannot be
easily influenced by techno-economic value proposition. It
requires both enabling conditions and user-centric decision

support, which is where the community plays an active role
and makes choices valuable.

Therefore, design enquiries for a sustainable built environment
require amuch deeper negotiation process where decision-maker and
takers engage in built environment design consideration. However, a
conclusion cannot be drawn from this research as built environment
design considerations require contextual case study. The variable list
and the analysis conducted in this research can become the baseline
for further research endeavors.

Built environment as a system is rare in the scientific literature,
which is a very useful learning tool for built environment policy
design and mainstream scientific research practice. However, due
to time limitation stakeholder participation and real-world
scenario consideration is still not fully covered in this study.
Considering the rough system baseline from this research review
article, different case studies can be further assessed, which is
highly contextual for normative scenario projection.
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